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ABSTRACT
Pattern formation and selection is an important topic in many physical, chemical,
and biological fields. In 1952, Alan Turing showed that a system of chemical substances
could produce spatially stable patterns by the interplay of diffusion and reactions. Since
then, pattern formations have been widely studied via the reaction-diffusion models. So far,
patterns in the single-component system with normal diffusion have been well understood.
Motivated by the experimental observations, more recent attention has been focused on the
reaction-diffusion systems with anomalous diffusion as well as coupled multi-component
systems. The objectives of this dissertation are to study the effects of superdiffusion on
pattern formations and to compare them with the effects of normal diffusion in one-, and
multi-component reaction-diffusion systems. Our studies show that the model parameters,
including diffusion coefficients, ratio of diffusion powers, and coupling strength between
components play an important role on the pattern formation. Both theoretical analysis
and numerical simulations are carried out to understand the pattern formation in different
parameter regimes. Starting with the linear stability analysis, the theoretical studies predict
the space of Turing instability. To further study pattern selection in this space, weakly
nonlinear analysis is carried out to obtain the regimes for different patterns. On the other
hand, numerical simulations are carried out to fully investigate the interplay of diffusion and
nonlinear reactions on pattern formations. To this end, the reaction-diffusion systems are
solved by the Fourier pseudo-spectral method. Numerical results show that superdiffusion
may substantially change the patterns in a reaction-diffusion system. Different superdiffusive
exponents of the activator and inhibitor could cause both qualitative and quantitative changes
in emergent spatial patterns. Comparing to single-component systems, the patterns observed
in multi-component systems are more complex.
v
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SECTION
1. INTRODUCTION
Pattern formation has been an important to many fields, ranging from physics
[39, 55, 56, 66], chemistry [47, 64, 77, 123], to biology [3, 61, 70, 109]. Patterns are a
particular organized configuration of objects in space or time. In the biological, patterns
can range from simple to complex. The process which creates this ordering in the biological
world called pattern formation. Pattern formation and selection are ubiquitous in nature:
spots in leopards, stripes in leaf trees, wholes in fingerprints. Figure 1.1 demonstrates
four examples of pattern formations and their applications. Figure 1.1(a) shows that the
plants can grow new cells in spirals, such as the pattern of seeds in this beautiful sunflower.
Figure 1.1(b) shows stripe patterns on skin of zebra . Figure 1.1(c) illustrates ripples
patterns in the Sahara desert. Finally, neurons from the human cortex, the branching of our
brain cells creates the incredibly complex networks that is responsible for all we perceive,
image, remember called fractal pattern formation is illustrated in Figure 1.1(d). Interaction
between chemicals lead to pattern formations. For example, the chemicals are found in
cells deep within the skin of animals. Colored pigments are generated in these skin cells
if the morphogen is present above some critical level. No pigment will be appeared if
the level is small enough, then this can be used to explain the patterns seen in different
creatures. One of the most common pattern formation mechanisms is Turing-patterning in
reaction-diffusion systems.
2
a)                                                                                                     b) 
 
c)                                                                                                        d)  
Figure 1.1. Examples of patterns in nature: (a) cell growth patterns in the beautiful
sunflower; (b) stripe patterns on the skin of zebras; (c) ripples pattern in the Sahara
desert;(d) complex patterns in the brain neurons.
1.1. CLASSICAL MATHEMATICAL APPROACHES
Mathematically, Alan M. Turing proposed a reaction-diffusion model to study the
pattern formation in 1952. It is known that many genetic mechanisms can create complex
patterns by simple rules, group of mechanisms, suggested by Turing in a work title “The
Chemical Basis ofMorphogenesis” [122]. He suggested that in biological and chemical sys-
tems, the interplay of diffusion and reaction of morphogens (or chemical substances) could
3
form stable patterns. Since then, the reaction-diffusion models have been widely applied to
study pattern formation in many areas, including hair growth in the adult mammalian coat
[104, 117], control pattern in the drosophila eye disc [109], division of a heterogeneous egg
[22], cell growth, division, and movement in drosophila wings [99], bacterial growth [15],
microscopic fluctuations [126], neural network [44], wound healing [61], and multi-robot
control [93, 111]. For a system of two chemical substances U and V , the reaction–diffusion
model can be given in the following form:
∂u(x, t)
∂t
= Du∆u + f (u,v), (1.1)
∂v(x, t)
∂t
= Dv∆v + g(u,v), (1.2)
where u and v represents the concentration of U and V , respectively, and Du and Dv denote
their diffusion coefficients. The function f and g describe the reactions of U and V .
Generally, reaction–diffusion models describe the spatial and temporal variations
of the concentrations of chemical substances involved in a given process. It can be used
to study the spatiotemporal patterns of chemical concentrations from the interplay of their
diffusion and reaction. Such type of patterns is of great importance in biology, chemistry,
and physics. In the area of pattern formation, the reaction-diffusion equations are also called
as Turing systems. The Turing reaction-diffusion systems play an important role in the study
of pattern formation in many areas such as biology [90] , neuroscience [86], physics [4] ,
chemistry [18] , ecology [118] and geology [50].
Linear stability analysis is a technique to study the response of small perturbations
around the stationary states of Turing system. It examines the growth of small perturbations
by linearizing the systems. If small perturbation decays in time then the system will be
linearly stable, while the system is called linearly unstable if perturbation grows in time. In
reaction-diffusion systems, the nonlinear terms dominate the growth of the unstable modes
in long time. Thus, linear analysis fails to predict the fate of perturbations at long times once
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they have grown to an amplitude that is not infinitesimal. To understand the patterns in the
Turing system, weakly nonlinear analysis method is important way to study the influence
of these nonlinear terms. The weakly nonlinear analysis is based on the fact that Turing
bifurcation destabilizes the homogeneous equilibrium only in regard to perturbation with
wave numbers close to the critical value. The result of bifurcation analysis or weakly
nonlinear analysis describes the changes in the dynamics as an outcome of changing the
system parameters. Researchers have been used weakly nonlinear analysis for various
applications, such as in plane Poiseuille flow [121, 130], shear waves [30], hydrodynamic
instabilities in open flows [53], and dynamics of a viscous flow in a symmetric channel with
a sudden expansion [112]. Compared to linear stability analysis, weakly nonlinear analysis
can different patterns and their stability. But weakly nonlinear analysis is based on the
assumption that the nonlinearity of the model is weak. To fully understand the interactions
of diffusion and reactions on pattern formation, numerical simulation becomes important
tool. Many numerical methods have been applied to study classical reaction-diffusion
equations. In this work we start with classical reaction diffusion equations and study two
of its important generalization namely fractional reaction diffusion and two–layer systems.
1.2. RECENT DEVELOPMENT OF MODELING
Since the 19th century, diffusion has been widely studied to describe phenomena in
natural science. In 1828, Robert Brown discovered an irregular motion from experimental
pollen, which called the attention to the random trajectories of small particles of pollen and
also of inorganic matter [13]. This irregular motion, later named Brownian motion, can be
modeled by a random walk in which the mean square displacement is given by Einstein’s
relation. Themean square displacement of a particle of the system grows linearly in a normal
diffusion with time, i.e.⟨x2(t)⟩ ∝ t. Recent research indicates that the normal diffusion
equation is incompetent to model some real phenomena, which a particle propagates faster
than that described by the classical model, [21, 52, 119]. These phenomena are called
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anomalous diffusion [91]. The anomalous diffusion is a diffusion process with a nonlinear
relationship between the mean squared displacement and time. In most of the cases they
hold a power-law scaling relation, ⟨x2(t)⟩ ∝ tγ, which is present in different types of
systems. For example, anomalous diffusion considers the microstructural changes during
the process of shrinkage in foodmaterials, and it is a useful tool for quantitatively describing
diffusion during the drying of foods. In the drying process of concrete, the microstructure
also changes. It was noticed that at 105°C, the microstructure of concrete drying is denser





Figure 1.2. Microstructures of cement–hydrate [139]: (a) normal state; and (b) after 105°C
continuous drying.
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One of the great models for anomalous diffusion is the fractional diffusion equations,
where the second derivative in space is replaced by a fractional derivative of order γ/2
[10, 20]. Here γ is known as the anomalous diffusion exponent. In normal diffusion
case γ = 2 , while 1 < γ < 2 corresponds to a Lévy super-diffusion [14, 33, 34, 35,
40, 45, 91, 105, 135, 140]. Recently, there has been a great of interest in fractional
diffusion equations, since anomalous diffusion is found in many (biological and chemical)
systems. For instance, growth of corals in a tank [120], relaxation in complex viscoelastic
materials [36], Morphogen formation in a complex environment [52], transport of particles
in random media [37, 89, 96, 107, 116, 142], crowding of biological cells [51, 108], and
stochastic foundations of fractional dynamics [23, 65]. The spatial fractional reaction-
diffusion equations as a counterpart of Eq. (1.1)–(1.2) take the following form:
∂u(x, t)
∂t
= −Du(−∆)γ1/2u + f (u,v), (2.3)
∂v(x, t)
∂t
= −Dv(−∆)γ2/2v + g(u,v), (2.4)
where the fractional Laplacian (−∆)γ/2 is defined via a pseudo-differential operator [42,
113] as following:
(−∆)γ/2u = F−1[∣k ∣γF[u]], γ > 0. (2.5)
where F represents the Fourier transform, and F−1 denotes its inverse. Recent studies
includes analysis of pattern formations in fractional reaction diffusion equations and un-
derstand the nonlocal effects of fractional diffusion. So far, mathematical and numerical
studies in the fractional reaction-diffusion equations still limited.
As mentioned previously, Turing systems was to illustrate pattern formation in
chemical and biological systems. However, in order to imitate the complex patterns in
real systems, more sophisticated models, introducing either more complex interactions
between chemicals or more morphogens, are needed. For this purpose, it was suggested few
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years ago that coupling multiple Turing systems could obtain more complex patterns [94].
Subsequently, multi-layer reaction-diffusion models have been recently studied in chemical
and biological fields. Diffusion through multiple layers has applications to a wide range of
areas in medicine, such as pacemaker cells in the heart [97], neural networks in the brain
and spiral cord that control such rhythmical behaviors as running, breathing, and chewing
[31, 72, 110, 131]. Industrial applications include annealing steel coils [8], the performance
of semiconductors [1, 43], photosensitive [12], water–oil microemulsion [16]. Further, the
skin coats of some fish type is a good example to understand the interaction among multiple
layers [3, 6, 7, 82]. Figure 1.3 (a) illustrates the coupling between different skin layers, and
shows complex patterns on skin of the stingray Potamotrygon motoros. The external layer
called epidermis consists of columnar epithelial cells arranged in sheets, while the internal
layer called dermis consists of mesenchymal cells. The general form of multi-layer coupled
reaction diffusion equations is:
∂ui(x, t)
∂t
= Dui∆ui + αT(ui,u j) + f (ui,vi), (2.6)
∂vi(x, t)
∂t
= Dvi∆vi + βT(vi,v j) + g(ui,vi), (2.7)
where i, j = 1,2, .....N . Dui and Dvi denote the diffusion coefficients of i-th layer. α and β
correspond to the strength of the coupled between the layers, [75, 113]. T is the linear or
nonlinear coupling function.
It is observed that a system with nonlinear coupling can be considered as a model
of chemical reactions between layers, opposite to the system with linear coupling which
models the diffusion or flux of the substances from one layer to the other. Nonlinear coupling
means that the coupling layer is not inert such in the case of linear coupling, but there is in
a sense a chemically active intermediate layer.
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Mathematically, patterns formation in two layers have been reported in many exper-
iments [11, 27, 32, 92, 137], triple-layer coupling mechanism [25], thin cylindrical layers
using the Lengyel-Epstein model [5], effects of environment on Turing pattern formation
[58], and formation mechanism of complex patterns [73, 79, 82, 133]. A few years ago,
researchers found that the coupling of two simple Turing systems could produce more com-
plex patterns and simulate well some complicated structures, including the skin patterns of
some fish species. They used linear and nonlinear couplings and found that their terms could
modify the basic spot or stripe patterns substantially. So far linear and nonlinear coupling






Figure 1.3. (a) Illustration of different skin layers [7]; (b) Example of complex patterns on
the skin of stingray Potamotrygon motoros.
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1.3. MOTIVATION AND OUTLINE OF THIS WORK
In this dissertation, the motivation is mainly understand nonlocal effect of superdif-
fusion on pattern selection and understand fundamental mechanism of the complex patterns
in the two-layer systems. This dissertation is organized as follows. First, we study the
nonlocal effects of the superdiffusion on pattern selection in Schnakenberg system. To this
end, we focus on the dynamics of the Schnakenberg model in both classical and fractional
cases. We drive Turing and Hopf instabilities conditions by using linear stability analysis.
Then pattern selection in the Schnakenberg system is analyzed by applying weakly nonlin-
ear analysis in classical and fractional reaction diffusion system. We focus on comparison
diffusion effects of normal and superdiffusion. We use Fourier spectral method in space
and four Runge-Kutta method in time to establish the numerical results for Schnakenberg
equations. We then compare our numerical results with theoretical analysis.
The next section of this work is devoted to Turing systems. Two layers systems
serve a mathematical model such as a Schnakenberg equations. However, in this work, we
study Turing-instability spaces and pattern selection in two-layer systems. Analytically, we
discuss a linear stability analysis for coupling two layers Schnakenberg equations. Similar
numerical method in one-layer Schnakenberg system is applied. Finally, we study the
pattern formations of the Gray-Scott equations for classical and fractional cases. For this
model we introduce both one- and two-layers coupling reaction diffusion Gray-Scott system.
We also study the effects of the super-diffusion exponent on pattern formation. By using
the linear stability analysis of local steady state, we obtain the conditions which ensure that
the Turing and Hopf bifurcations occur. For numerical purposes, Fourier spectral formula
is used for the space and 4-Runge-Kutta method for the time discretization.
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ABSTRACT
Pattern formation in the classical and fractional Schnakenberg equations is studied
to understand the nonlocal effects of anomalous diffusion. Starting with linear stability
analysis, we find that if the activator and inhibitor have the same diffusion power, the Turing
instability space depends only on the ratio of diffusion coefficients κ1/κ2. However, the
smaller diffusive powers might introduce larger unstable wave numbers with wider band,
implying that the patterns may be more chaotic in the fractional cases. We then apply
a weakly nonlinear analysis to predict the parameter regimes for spot, stripe, and mixed
patterns in the Turing space. Our numerical simulations confirm the analytical results and
demonstrate the differences of normal and anomalous diffusion on pattern formation. We
find that in the presence of superdiffusion the patterns exhibit multiscale structures. The
smaller the diffusion powers, the larger the unstable wave numbers and the smaller the
pattern scales.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The reaction-diffusion equations have wide applications in many fields, including
biology, chemistry, ecology, geology, physics, finance, and so on. In classical reaction-
diffusion equations, the diffusion is described by the standard Laplace operator ∆ = ∂xx +
∂yy + ∂zz, characterizing the transport mechanics due to the Brownian motion. Recently, it
has been suggested that many complex (e.g., biological and chemical) systems are indeed
characterized by the Lévy motion, rather than the Brownian motion; see [5, 10, 14, 15,
16, 23, 24, 27, 30, 36] and references therein. Hence, the fractional reaction-diffusion
equations were proposed to model these systems, where the Lévy anomalous diffusion is
described by the fractional Laplacian (−∆)γ. So far, many studies can be found on the
fractional reaction-diffusion equations [4, 8, 9, 11]. However, the anomalous diffusion and
its interplay with nonlinear reactions on pattern formation and selection have not been well
understood yet.
In this paper, we study the pattern formation and selection in the Schnakenberg
equation to compare the effects of normal and anomalous diffusion. The Schnakenberg
equation is one of the simplest reaction-diffusion systems. It has been applied to study
pattern formation in, such as animal skins [1, 2, 29], plant root hair initiation [21], and fluid
flows [32]. The Schnakenberg equation was first introduced in [28] to study the limit cycle
behavior, i.e., temporal periodic solutions. It describes the following reactions: A ⇌ X ,
B → Y and 2X +Y → 3X , with X Y , A and B representing different chemicals. In this study,
we consider the Schnakenberg equation of the following form:
∂tu(x, t) = −κ1(−∆)
γ1
2 u + A− u + u2v,
∂tv(x, t) = −κ2(−∆)
γ2
2 v + B − u2v,
(1)
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where u and v denote the concentration of chemicals X and Y , respectively, and κ1, κ2
are their diffusion coefficients. With a slight abuse of notation, we denote A and B as the
concentrations of chemical A and B, respectively. We assume that A and B are in abundance






2 u = F−1[∣k∣γF[u]], for γ > 0,
where F represents the Fourier transform, and F−1 denotes the associated inverse trans-
form. Probabilistically, the fractional Laplacian represents the infinitesimal generator of a
symmetric γ-stable Lévy process. In the special case of γ1 = γ2 = 2, the system (1) reduces
to the classical Schnakenberg equation [28]. In this study, we are interested in the diffusion
power γ1, γ2 ∈ (1,2].
Pattern formation and pattern selection have been one of themost important topics in
the study of reaction-diffusion equations. For the classical Schnakenberg equations, many
theoretical results have been reported in the literature, including the existence of steady
states [19, 20, 21], various Turing patterns and their stability [3, 12, 17, 18, 22, 25, 31],
and Hopf bifurcation analysis [7, 34]. In contrast, the study of the fractional Schnakenberg
equation still remains scant. In [13], a finite difference method is proposed to solve the
variable-order fractional Schnakenberg equations. Recently, there is growing interest in the
fractional reaction-diffusion equations (see [4, 6, 8, 11, 26, 35] and reference therein), but
the understanding of anomalous diffusion in pattern formation and selection still remains
limited. To the best of our knowledge, no report on pattern formations in the fractional
Schnakenberg equation can be found in the literature. Moreover, even though there are
many theoretic studies on the classical Schnakenberg equation, few numerical studies can
be found on pattern formations.
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In this work, we analytically and numerically study pattern formation and selection
in both classical and fractional Schnakenberg equations. As one of the simplest reaction-
diffusion systems, the study of pattern formations in the Schnakenberg equation provides
insights to understand anomalous diffusion in reaction-diffusion models and advances their
practical applications. We find that the necessary condition for Turing instabilities is
κ1 < κ2. If γ1 = γ2, the fractional Schnakenberg equations have the same Turing spaces
as its classical counterpart, but the Turing space increases with the ratio κ1/κ2 or γ1/γ2.
The smaller the power γ1, the larger the unstable wave numbers and the smaller the pattern
scales. Our weakly nonlinear analysis predicts the parameter regimes for hexagon patterns,
stripe patterns, and their mixtures. Our numerical results confirmed the theoretical analysis
and also provided new insights on the patterns in the fractional Schnakenberg equations.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we carry out a linear stability analysis to study
Turing instability. In Sect. 3, weakly nonlinear stability analysis and amplitude equation
analysis are presented to study the patterns of hexagons, stripes, and their coexistence.
Numerical studies of patterns in the classical Schnakenberg equation are presented in Sect.
4, while Sect. 4 is devoted to patterns in the fractional cases. Finally, some conclusions are
made in Section 5.
2. LINEAR STABILITY ANALYSIS
In this section, we perform the linear stability analysis for the Schnakenberg model
(1) and study the conditions for Hopf and Turing bifurcations. For notational convenience,
we let u = (u,v)T and denote a = B−A and b = B+A; thus the system (1) can be reformulated
as:
∂tu(x, t) = −κ1(−∆)
γ1
2 u − u + u2v + b − a
2
,
∂tv(x, t) = −κ2(−∆)
γ2





Noticing that A,B > 0, we have b > 0 and a ∈ (−b,b) in (1). In the absence of diffusion
(i.e., κ1 = κ2 = 0), the system (1) has a unique stationary state us ≡ (b, (a + b)/2b2)
T .











It is evident that the steady state us is stable, if the trace and determinant of J satisfy
tr(J) = a
b
− b2 < 0, det(J) = b2 > 0,
equivalently, we require a < b3.
Next, we carry out linear stability analysis to understand the stability of us in the
presence of diffusion (i.e., κ1, κ2 ≠ 0). Consider a small perturbation of the steady state us,
i.e.,
u = us + ε exp(λt + ik ⋅ x), (2)
where ε = (ε1, ε2)T with ∣ε1∣, ∣ε2∣ ≪ 1 being the amplitudes of perturbations, i =
√
−1 is the
imaginary unit, λ is the growth rate of the perturbation in time t, and k is the wave vector.




λ + κ1∣k∣γ1 − a/b −b2






















Hence, the characteristic equation of the above system is
λ2 − (a
b
− b2 − κ1∣k∣γ1 − κ2∣k∣γ2)λ + [(κ1∣k∣γ1 −
a
b
)(κ2∣k∣γ2 + b2) + b2(1 +
a
b
)] = 0. (3)
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TheHopf bifurcation occurs when ∣k∣ = 0 andRe(λ) = 0, but Im(λ) ≠ 0. Thus, the boundary
of Hopf bifurcation is given by
a = b3.
If Re(λ(k)) > 0, the unstable wave number k will grow exponentially until the












κ1κ2σ(κ1ϑ + σ + 1)





2σ , kcr = ∣kcr∣ = ϑ
1
γ1 . (4)
Here, we denoteσ = γ1/γ2, implying thatσ ∈ (12,2) as γ1, γ2 ∈ (1,2]. We define ϑ implicitly
as:
κ1κ2σ ϑ1+1/σ
κ1(1 − σ)ϑ + 1
= b2,
which implies that ϑ > 0 for σ ∈ (12,1], or 0 < ϑ < 1/κ1(σ − 1) for σ ∈ (1,2). In the special
case of γ ∶= γ1 = γ2, we have σ = 1 and ϑ = b/
√
κ1κ2, and thus the critical values in (4)
reduce to






where we denote r =
√
κ1/κ2, i.e., the square root of the diffusion coefficient ratio. From
the above discussion and noticing a ∈ (−b,b), we see that the conditions for the Turing
instability (also known as diffusion-driven instability) are given by
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acr < a < min{b,b3}, (6)
which is referred to as the Turing space. The conditions (4)–(6) suggest that the Turing
space generally depends on the diffusion coefficients κ1 and κ2, and the ratio σ of diffusion
powers. Particularly, if γ1 = γ2 this dependence reduces to the ratio of diffusion coefficients
(i.e., κ1/κ2), rather than the values of κ1 and κ2. Comparing (5) and (6) suggests that for
γ1 = γ2, the necessary condition of Turing instability is κ1 < κ2, i.e., the inhibitor v should
diffuse faster.
Figure 1 illustrates the Turing spaces for different parameters. In Figure 1(a), we fix
the diffusion coefficients κ1 and κ2, and compare the Turing spaces for different ratios σ of
diffusive powers. It shows that with the increase of σ, the Turing space reduces quickly.
(a) b










 → a = b →
κ
1





































Figure 1. Illustration of Turing spaces (i.e., region between the non-dotted line and dotted-
line of min{b, b3}) for different ratios of diffusion powers σ = γ1/γ2 (a) and coefficients
κ1/κ2 (b).
Figure 1(b) shows the effects of diffusion coefficients for γ1 = γ2. We find that the
smaller the ratio κ1/κ2, the larger the Turing space, and our extensive studies show that this
observation is independent of σ. In the special case of γ1 = γ2, to ensure the existence of




1 + b2})/b, which
implies that the maximum ratio allowed depends on parameter b.
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Figure 2 compares the unstable bands of wave number k = ∣k∣ for different diffusive
parameters. Figure 2(a)–(c) show that for given κ1 and κ2, the ratio σ of diffusion powers
play an important role in determining the maximum growth rate (i.e., maxk Re(λ)) of
the unstable wave number. The maximum growth rate decreases with increasing ratio
σ = γ1/γ2, and thus maximum growth rates for both classical and fractional cases remain
the same as long as γ1 = γ2; see Figure 2(c).
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Figure 2. Illustration of growth rates for different parameters, where a = 1.4 and b = 1.8
are fixed. The diffusion coefficients κ1 = 0.01 and κ2 = 1 for (a) γ1 ≥ γ2; (b) γ1 ≤ γ2; (c)
γ1 = γ2.
It further suggests that the Turing instability could occur even if γ1 ≥ γ2, but not
for κ1 ≥ κ2. On the other hand, the width of unstable bands depends on the powers γ1 and
γ2, rather than their ratio. Figure 2 (c) shows that if γ1 = γ2, the fractional Schnakenberg
equation has more unstable wave numbers than its classical counterpart. Moreover, the
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instability tends to occur at larger wave numbers. Figure 2 (d) additionally compares the
unstable wave numbers for different diffusion ratio κ1/κ2, where γ1 = γ2 = 2. It shows
that the decrease of diffusion ratio κ1/κ2 broadens the unstable band and also increases the
maximum growth rate. Even though decreasing the ratio κ1/κ2 or the fractional power γ
both lead to a wider unstable band, they are essentially different diffusion mechanics (cf.
Figure 2 (c) & (d)).
3. WEAKLY NONLINEAR ANALYSIS
The linear stability analysis predicts unstable wave numbers in the system, but it
fails to provide insights on the nonlinear coupling of these unstable wave numbers. In
the study of pattern formation, however, the nonlinear terms dominate the growth of the
unstable modes. In this section, we will perform a weakly nonlinear analysis of the system
(1) near the Turing instability threshold (kcr, acr), where the solution of (1) can be written
in the form
u = us + ∑
1≤ j≤3
(A j(t) eikj ⋅x + Ā j(t) e−ikj ⋅x) (1)
whereA j = (A j,u,A j,v)
T denotes the amplitude associated with wave number k j , and Ā j rep-
resents its complex conjugate. Thewave number satisfiesk j = kcr(cos(2 jπ/3), sin(2 jπ/3))T
(for 1 ≤ j ≤ 3), and thus k1 + k2 + k3 = 0. In the following, we will denote e j = eikj ⋅x for
notational simplicity, and will focus on the analysis of γ1 = γ2 = γ.
Next, we derive the amplitude equations for A j . Introducing the slow time τ = ε2t,
we then expand u − us and the bifurcation parameter a as:
u − us = εu1 + ε2u2 + ε3u3 +O(ε4), a = acr + ε2â +O(ε3), (2)
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where ui ∶= ui(x, τ) = (ui,vi)T for i = 1,2,3. Substituting (2) into (1), and collecting like
powers of ε, we obtain the sequence of equations as
O(ε) ∶ Lu1 = 0, (3)















































(W j(τ) e j + W̄ j(τ) ē j), (6)
where W j denotes the amplitude of the wave number k j at the first order perturbation (i.e.,
at O(ε)). Substituting (6) into (3) and noticing the values of acr and kcr in (5), we obtain
û1 = b, v̂1 = −r(br + 1). (7)
At O(ε2), we can rewrite (4) as:
Lu2 = c ξ (Θ + Θ̄)
2 = c ξ ∑
1≤ j≤4
(Θ j + Θ̄ j), (8)




− b2r(1 + 3
2
br), Θ = ∑
1≤ j≤3







j , Θ3 = 2 ∑
j=1,2
j<l≤3
W jW̄l e j ēl, Θ4 = 2(W1W2 ē3 +W1W3 ē2 +W2W3 ē1).
The Θ4 terms are introduced by the resonant interactions between models e j , which are
usually considered to be small [11]. Hence, we will neglect the terms ofΘ4 in the following




























(Θ3 + Θ̄3)], (9)








































, j = 2,3.
At O(ε3), substituting (6) and (9) into (5), we get





η j(Θ j + Θ̄ j)), (10)
where the coefficient η j is computed by
η j = û21v̂1 + 2bξ(v̂1û2 j + û1v̂2 j) + ξ(
1
b
+ br2 + 2r)û1û2 j, 1 ≤ j ≤ 3.
By simple calculation, we obtain that
(Θ + Θ̄)(Θ1 + Θ̄1) = 2 ∣W∣2 ∑
1≤ j≤3
(W j e j + W̄ j ē j),
(Θ + Θ̄)(Θ2 + Θ̄2) = ∑
1≤ j≤3
∣W j ∣2(W j e j + W̄ j ē j) + T2
(Θ + Θ̄)(Θ3 + Θ̄3) = 2 ∑
1≤ j≤3
(∣W∣2 − ∣W j ∣2)(W j e j + W̄ j ē j) + T3,
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where we have used the relation k1 + k2 + k3 = 0. The terms Tl (for l = 2,3) are the residual
terms, which can be ignored in deriving the amplitude equations. Substituting the above
results into (10) and neglecting residual terms Tl yields
Lu3 = ∂τu1 + c ∑
1≤ j,k,l≤3
j≠k,l
((2η1 + η2)∣W j ∣2 + 2(η1 + η3)(∣Wl ∣2 + ∣Wk ∣2) +
â
b
û1)(W j e j + W̄ j ē j). (11)
For a linear system Lv = r, the Fredholm solvability condition suggests that the existence
of a nontrivial solution is ensured if the right-hand vector r is orthogonal to the zero
eigenvectors of the adjoint operator L⋆. Here, we have the zero eigenvector of L⋆ as:




ē j, j = 1,2,3. (12)
Combining (4) and (5) to obtain a system of L(ε2u2 + ε3u3), we then apply the Fredholm
solvability condition to its right hand side and get
εb(1 − r2)(br + 1)∂τW j = 2ξW̄kW̄l + ε [(2η1 + η2)∣W j ∣2 + 2(η1 + η3)(∣Wl ∣2 + ∣Wk ∣2) + â]W j, (13)
for permutations of j, k, l = 1,2,3.
For notational simplicity, we denote A j(t) ∶= A j,u(t) for j = 1,2,3. Then equations
(1), (2) and (6) indicate the relation:
A j(t) = εû1W j(τ) +O(ε2), j = 1,2,3; τ = ε2t; ε2â = a − acr.
Here, we will only focus on the amplitude equations for u-component, as A j,v = v̂1 A j,u/û1.
Substituting the above relation into (13) and reorganizing the terms yields the amplitude
equations:
c0∂t A j(t) = c1(a − acr)A j + c2 Āk Āl + (c3∣A j ∣2 + c4(∣Ak ∣2 + ∣Al ∣2))A j, (14)
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for the permutations of j, k, l = 1,2,3, where the coefficients:
c0 = b3(1 − r2)(br + 1), c1 = b2, c2 = 2bξ, c3 = 2η1 + η2, c4 = 2(η1 + η3).
To study pattern selections, we will carry out the linear stability analysis on the ampli-
tude equations (14). Rewrite the amplitude function A j = ρ j(t) eiϕj(t) (for j = 1,2,3).
Substituting it into (14) leads to the systems for density ρ j and phase ϕ = ϕ1 + ϕ2 + ϕ3 as:








for the permutation of j, k, l = 1,2,3. The density ρ1 = ρ2 = ρ3 = 0 for a spatial homogeneous
steady state, while for stripe patterns ρ1 ≠ 0 and ρ2 = ρ3 = 0. For the hexagon (or spot)
patterns, the density ρ1 = ρ2 = ρ3 ≠ 0 and phase ϕ = 0 or π. Furthermore, the hexagon
patterns with ϕ = 0 and π are referred to as positive (denoted as H0) and negative (denoted
as Hπ) hexagons, respectively. In the following, we will study the parameter regimes of
stripe and spot patterns and their stability.
3.1. STRIPE PATTERNS





, ρs2 = ρs3 ≡ 0. (16)
It implies that the stripe pattern exists when c3 < 0, since c1 > 0 and a − acr > 0. To
understand the stability of stripe patterns, we perform the linear stability analysis on the
system (15) around the steady state (16). For brevity, we omit the detailed calculations.
Here, we obtain the characteristic equation:
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[c1(a − acr) + 3c3(ρs1)








, λ2,3 = −
c1(a − acr)
c0c3





It is evident that λ1 is always negative. Note that c3 < 0 to ensure the existence of stripes.
To ensure the existence of steady stripes, we require that Re(λ j) < 0 for j = 2,3, which is
true if the following conditions are satisfied:
c4 < c3 < 0, c1 > −
c3c22
(c3 − c4)2(a − acr)
.
3.2. HEXAGON PATTERNS
If steady hexagon (or spot) patterns exist, their densities satisfy
ρ1 = ρ2 = ρ3 = ρh, (18)
where ρh is defined implicitly by
(c3 + 2c4)ρ2h + ∣c2∣ρh + c1(a − acr) = 0. (19)
It immediately implies that the positive density ρh > 0 exists only when c3 + 2c4 < 0.





[2c1(a − acr) + ∣c2∣ρh], λ2,3 =
2
c0
[(c3 − c4)ρh − ∣c2∣]ρh.
If ρh > 0 exists, there is always λ1 < 0, and thus the spot pattens are stable if (c3−c4)ρh < ∣c2∣.
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Summarizing the above discussion, we obtain the conditions for stable spot patterns
as
c3 + 2c4 < 0, (c3 − c4)ρh < ∣c2∣.
Furthermore, if c2 > 0 (resp. < 0) the patterns are H0 (resp. Hπ) hexagons.
Figure 3 illustrates the parameter regimes of steady stripe and hexagon patterns in
the Turing space of classical Schnakenberg equations. It shows that H0 and Hπ hexagon
patterns exist at the two ends of the Turing space, while stripe patterns are found between
these two regions.
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Figure 3. Illustration of stripe (red asterisk), H0 hexagon (green circle), and Hπ hexagon
(blue circle) in the Turing space for different diffusion ratios, where γ1 = γ2 = 2.
The overlap of stripe and spot regions are observed, where the stability conditions
for both stripes and spots are satisfied. Hence, the mixed patterns of spots and stripes occur
in the overlapping regions. We find that even though the diffusion ratio affects the Turing
space, the distribution regions of steady patterns are qualitatively the same. Additionally,
the parameter regions for classical and fractional cases with γ1 = γ2 are almost the same,
although their amplitude equations (14) are different (because c3 and c4 depend on γ).
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Our weakly nonlinear analysis predicts the parameter regimes for different patterns.
In Section 4 and 4, we will perform numerical simulations to study pattern formation in
both classical and fractional Schnakenberg equations and compare themwith our theoretical
predictions. To this end, the two-dimensional Schnakenberg equation (1) with periodic
boundary condition is discretized by the Fourier pseudospectral method in space and 4th
order Runge–Kutta method in time. In our simulations, we will choose the domain Ω =
[−4,4]2 with number of grid points Nx = Ny = 1024 and time step ∆t = 0.005. The initial
condition is taken as the steady states us with a small perturbation on [−0.01,0.01]2. We
have refined the mesh size and time step to make sure the conclusions are independent of
these numerical parameters. In all pattern plots, only patterns of u1 are presented, where
red and blue represent the highest and lowest values of u1, respectively. Unless otherwise
stated, we will always choose κ2 = 1 in the following simulations.
4. PATTERN FORMATIONWITH NORMAL DIFFUSION
So far, pattern formations in the Schnakenberg equation have not been well under-
stood, even in the classical (i.e., γ1 = γ2 = 2) cases. Studies on some special parameters are
reported in the literature [14, 33], but no exhaustive report can be found on pattern forma-
tion and selection across different parameter regimes. To study the normal and anomalous
diffusive effects, we will thus start with patterns in the classical Schnakenberg equation with
different regimes of parameters a, b, and r =
√
κ1/κ2. Our extensive simulations show that
patterns exist only when a ≥ acr, confirming the analytical results in Sec. 2. In particular,
steady patterns at a = acr could vary greatly for different values of b.
Figure 4 illustrates for representative patterns in the Turing space of the classical
Schnakenberg equation with κ1 = 0.01, where we could divide the Turing space into two
regimes. In Regime I but a ≫ acr, only spot patterns are observed (i.e., pattern (a) in Figure
4). By contrast, patterns in Regime II are more complicated.
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Figure 4. Illustration of pattens in the classical Schnakenberg equation with κ1 = 0.01.
Various patterns, including stripes, spots, and mixture of stripes and spots, are
observed (see pattern (b)-(d) in Figure 4), depending on the combination of a, b and r .
Hexagon patterns are observed in both Regime I and II, which are H0 hexagons in Regime
I and Hπ hexagons in Regime II (cf. patterns (a) and (d) in Figure 4). These numerical
observations confirm our weakly nonlinear analysis predictions in Figure 3.
Figure 5 further demonstrates the patterns and corresponding dispersion relation for
various b and a ∈ (acr,b], where κ1 = 0.01. For b = 1, the weakly nonlinear analysis shows
that only spot patterns exist for any a, which is confirmed by our numerical results in Figure
5. It shows that the patterns are qualitatively the same, but the larger the value of a, the
denser the spots. For different a, the dispersion relation reaches its maximum at the same
wave number, but the growth rate and unstable band increase with a. We additionally find
that in Regime I, the density of spots in the steady patterns generally increases with the
value of b. Different from b = 1, spots start to connect when b = 2.9, locating in transition
regime between I and II. The patterns for b = 3.6 are more complex, depending on the
value of a. Stripe patterns are observed for a slightly larger than acr = 3.0586 (see Figure
5 with a = 3.1). As a increases, the stripes start to deform, and spots appear in the pattern,
resulting in a mixed pattern of spots and stripes. It also shows that the growth rate in this
case is much smaller.
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(b), b = 0.6 a = a
cr
(b), b = 1.8 a = a
cr
(b), b = 2.4 a = a
cr
(b), b = 3.9 a = a
cr
(b), b = 4.1
Figure 6. Patterns in the classical Schnakenberg equation with κ1 = 0.01.
In Figure 6, we study the patterns at the critical value, i.e., a = acr. It shows that
for a given b, patterns start appearing from a = acr, but they are significantly different
from those when a ≫ acr. Even though the analysis of amplitude equations predicts the
existence of spot and stripe patterns, it could not provide the information at the critical
values. Hence, numerical studies play an important role in this regime. To the best of our
knowledge, no reports of patterns at the critical value a = acr can be found in the literature.
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Next, we move to study the effects of diffusion coefficients κ1 and κ2 on pattern selection.
Our linear stability analysis suggests that the Turing space depends only on the ratio κ1/κ2,
and it expands as the ratio decreases. For given parameters a and b, the weakly nonlinear
analysis further suggests that the steady patterns remain the same if ratio κ1/κ2 is the same.

















Figure 7. Patterns in the classical Schnakenberg equation with a = 3.4 and b = 3.5.
To understand it, we show the patterns for various κ1 and κ2 in Figure 7, where
b = 3.5 and a = 3.4. Note that the pattern for κ1 = 0.01 and κ2 = 1 can be found in Figure 4
(c). The same initial conditions and numerical parameters are used for Figure 7 and Figure 4
(c). For ratio κ1/κ2 = 0.01, mixed and stripe patterns are observed in Figure 4 (c) and Figure
7, respectively. This might be because a = 3.4 and b = 3.5 is on the boundary between the
stripe region and mixed region (see Figure 3), and thus a small perturbation can change the
steady patterns. As the ratio κ1/κ2 decreases, the H0 spot patterns become more favorable,
consistent with our prediction in Figure 3. On the other hand, the patterns generally remain
the same for fixed κ1/κ2, but their scales are much smaller with the decrease of product κ1κ2,
which could be also understood from their dispersion relation in Figure 8. It shows that for
the same diffusion ratio κ1/κ2, the smaller the product κ1κ2, the larger the unstable wave
numbers, and thus the finer the pattern scales. Hence, the computations of patterns with
smaller κ1κ2 become more challenging. The above observations suggest the limitations of
the linear stability analysis and weakly nonlinear analysis in the study of pattern formations.
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Figure 8. Dispersion relation for patterns in Figure 7.
5. PATTERN FORMATIONWITH SUPERDIFFUSION
In this section, we study the pattern formation in the Schnakenberg equations when
superdiffusion is present in one or both components, i.e., γ1, γ2 ≤ 2. We will divide
our studies into two cases, i.e., γ1 = γ2, and γ1 ≠ γ2. The effects of superdiffusion on
pattern formation will be studied by comparing to the results in Section 4 for the classical
Schnakenberg equations.
5.1. SAME SUPERDIFFUSION POWER γ1 = γ2
For simplicity, we denote γ1 = γ2 = γ. Our linear stability analysis shows that the
Turing space in this case is identical to that of the classical Schnakenberg equations. In
other words, if γ1 = γ2, the diffusion powers play no role in the Turing instability, but they
may affect the pattern selections according to our weakly nonlinear analysis. To further our
understanding, we compare patterns in the classical and fractional cases in Figure 9, and
when γ = 2 they are the four representative patterns in Figure 4. It shows that the patterns
in the classical and fractional Schnakenberg equations are qualitatively the same, if a and b
are far from the region of mixed patterns (see row 1 and 3 in Figure 9.
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 = 2, a = 1.1, b = 1.8  = 1.8, a = 1.1, b = 1.8  = 1.5, a = 1.1, b = 1.8  = 1.3, a = 1.1, b = 1.8
 = 2, a = 2.7, b = 3.2  = 1.8, a = 2.7, b = 3.2  = 1.5, a = 2.7, b = 3.2  = 1.3, a = 2.7, b = 3.2
 = 2, a = 3.9, b = 4  = 1.8, a = 3.9, b = 4  = 1.5, a = 3.9, b = 4  = 1.3, a = 3.9, b = 4
 = 2, a = 3.4, b = 3.5  = 1.8, a = 3.4, b = 3.5  = 1.5, a = 3.4, b = 3.5  = 1.3, a = 3.4, b = 3.5
Figure 9. Comparison of patterns in the classical and fractional Schnakenberg equations
with κ1 = 0.01 and κ2 = 1.
However, if a and b are close to or in the region of mixed patterns, the superdiffusion
has stronger effects on pattern selection, and a small change of power γ could alter the type
of patterns. Generally, the smaller the power γ, the stronger the superdiffusion, the finer
the scales of patterns. This can be also indicated in the dispersion relation in Figure 2 (c)
– the smaller the power γ, the larger the unstable wave numbers, implying the finer scales
of patterns. Computationally, smaller mesh size and time step are demanded in order to
capture the pattern details in the fractional cases, which greatly increases the computational
costs and makes the simulations more challenging. In Figure 10, we compare the time
evolution of the pattern growth in the classical and fractional cases with a = 2.7 and b = 3.2.
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t = 100 t = 2000 t = 3000 t = 5000
t = 0 t = 3000 t = 12000 t = 20000
Figure 10. Dynamics of pattern formation in the classical (top row) and fractional (bottom
row) Schnakenberg equations with a = 2.7 and b = 3.2.
The pattern initially emerges as spirals from the center of perturbation and then
radiates towards the boundary. For both classical and fractional cases, the spirals would
break into spots once they reach the boundary. Then the spots in the classical cases will
reconnect and form into steady stripe patterns, but remain spot patterns in the fractional
cases. Moreover, we find that the fractional cases take much longer time to reach the steady
patterns. We also study the effects of diffusion coefficients κ1 and κ2 on pattern formation
and find similar results as in the classical cases. It shows that decreasing either the ratio
κ1/κ2 or power γ could lead to patterns with smaller scales, but the patterns from decreasing
power γ are much denser. For brevity, we will omit showing these patterns here.
5.2. DIFFERENT SUPERDIFFUSION POWER γ1 ≠ γ2
In the following, we explore the patterns in the fractional Schnakenberg equations
when two components have different diffusion powers. We will divide our discussion into
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Figure 11. Comparison of Turing spaces (i.e., region between the non-dotted line and
dotted-line of min{b, b3}) for different diffusion powers γ1 and γ2.
As discussed previously, the Turing space increases as the ratio γ1/γ2 decreases, and
thus the spatially homogenous steady state us is more unstable. The necessary conditions
for the Turing instability is κ1 < κ2, but the diffusion power γ1 can be larger than γ2. Thus,
the fractional models introduce more degrees of freedom to start patterns.
Figure 11 shows the patterns for γ1 < γ2, where we fix γ2 = 2 and κ1 = 0.01. It
shows that even a small reduction of γ1 leads to different patterns. For a fixed power γ2,
decreasing γ1 would expand the Turing space and consequently enlarge the H0 spot regions.
This is confirmed by our results in Figure 12 – the spot patterns become more favorable as
γ1 decreases. Moreover, the pattern scale reduces with the ratio γ1/γ2, as larger unstable
wave numbers are presented (see Figure 2 (b)). On the other hand, Figure 13 presents
the patterns for γ1 > γ2, where γ1 = 2, κ1 = 0.01, and b = 1.8 are fixed. For γ2 = 1.9,
the patterns are located in the H0 spot regime, and thus similar patterns are observed for
all acr < a < b. With the decrease of γ2, the Turing space quickly shrinks (see Figure 11
(b)), and the parameter b = 1.8 is now around the boundary of H0 spots and mixed pattern
regions. Thus different patterns may be observed for different values of a (see Figure 13
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Figure 13. Patterns in the fractional Schnakenberg equation with γ1 = 2, κ1 = 0.01, κ2 = 1,
and b = 1.8.
6. CONCLUSIONS
We studied the pattern formation in the classical and fractional Schnakenberg equa-
tions and compare the effects of normal and super diffusion on pattern selection. Our studies
not only provide a systematic understanding of Turing patterns in the classical Schnakenberg
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equations but also present detailed comparisons of patterns in classical and fractional mod-
els with different parameters. Our linear stability analysis suggested that the Turing space
depends on both ratios of κ1/κ2 and γ1/γ2, which implies that the classical and fractional
model with γ1 = γ2 have the same Turing space. The Turing space increases as the ratio
κ1/κ2 or γ1/γ2 decreases, and the necessary condition of Turing instability is κ1 < κ2. On the
other hand, the unstable wave numbers and their growth rates are sensitive to the values of κl
and γl for l = 1,2. Generally, the smaller the power γ1, the larger the unstable wave numbers
and the smaller the pattern scales. Our weakly nonlinear analysis predicted the parameter
regimes where hexagons, stripes, and their coexistence are expected in the Turing space.
We numerically explored the interactions of diffusion coefficients and diffusion powers on
the emergence of Turing patterns. Our numerical results confirmed the theoretical analysis
and also provided new insights on the patterns in the fractional Schnakenberg equations.
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ABSTRACT
We carry out both theoretical analysis and numerical simulations to study the
Turing patterns in the coupled two-layer reaction-diffusion equations. The coupling effects
on pattern formations are detailedly investigated for both linear and nonlinear couplings.
Our linear stability analysis shows that comparing to the diffusion coefficients, the coupling
strength play an insignificant role in determining the Turing instability space of the coupled
system. However, numerical simulations suggest that both the diffusion coefficients and
coupling strength are important for pattern selections. In a strongly coupled system, linear
coupling leads to the same patterns for both layers, while nonlinear coupling results in zero
solutions. Exotic patterns are observed only in the weakly coupling regimes for both linear
and nonlinear coupling systems. Our studies suggest that patterns are always observed in
the Turing space for a linear coupling system, but it is not necessarily true for the nonlinear
coupling cases. This is one of the main differences of the linear and nonlinear couplings.
Keywords: Pattern formation, two-layer reaction-diffusion equations, Schnakenberg equa-
tions, Turing space, linear and nonlinear couplings.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Pattern formation is an important phenomenon in physics, chemistry, and biology.
In 1952, Alan Turing hypothesized that stationary spatial patterns of morphogens in a
chemical system could be created by the interplay of their diffusion and reaction [28].
Since then the reaction-diffusion equations (also referred to as Turing systems) have been
widely applied to study pattern formation and selection in many fields [2, 11, 13]. So far
numerous studies have been reported on single-layer reaction-diffusion systems composing
of two equations: one for inhibitors and the other for activators. It was recently pointed
out that single-layer reaction-diffusion systems can only exhibit simple patterns, such as
spots, stripes, or their mixture, because of their single characteristic wavelength [4, 19]. To
understand more complex patterns, Barrio et al. proposed to couple two Turing systems
and study the two-layer reaction-diffusion equations [3, 4]. Coupling two systems yields
more exotic patterns [3], but it also introduce considerable challenges in both analysis
and simulations. Therefore, the current understanding of pattern formation in two-layer
reaction-diffusion systems still remains limited.
In this work, we analytically and numerically study pattern formations in two-
layer reaction-diffusion systems and build connections to the results in their single-layer
counterparts. To this end, we consider a two-layer reaction-diffusion system of the following
form:
∂tu j(x, t) = κuj∆u j + αh(u j,ul) + f (u j,v j), (1)
∂tv j(x, t) = κvj∆v j + βh(v j,vl) + g(u j,v j), for j, l = 1,2, and j ≠ l, (2)
where u j and v j represent the concentration of two chemicals in the j-th layer, and κuj and
κvj denote their diffusion coefficients. The functions f and g model the reaction kinetics
between the two chemicals. Here, we are interested in the well-known Schnakenberg
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kinetics, i.e., choosing
f (u,v) = b − a
2
− u + u2v, g(u,v) = b + a
2
− u2v, (3)
where a and b are constants satisfying b ≥ 0 and−b < a < b. The Schnakenberg equationwas
first introduced in [27] and has been applied to study phenomena inmany areas [2, 3, 23, 30].
In (1)–(2), the coupling between layers is described by function h, and constants α, β ≥ 0
represent the coupling strength of u and v component, respectively. Wewill focus on the two
celebrated coupling functions, i.e., the linear and cubic nonlinear coupling. The two-layer
coupled reaction-diffusion systems have been experimentally realized in different setups
[3, 5, 8, 10, 25, 32], where two chemically active layers are separated by an intermediate
layer. The reactants and their kinetics in each layer are the same; thus the dynamics of both
layers are described by the same type of reaction-diffusion equations. The coupling of two
layers can be manipulated and controlled by the properties of the intermediate layer, e.g.,
adjusting the type and number of membranes of the intermediate layer [25]. The linear
and nonlinear couplings represent two distinct coupling mechanism of the intermediate
layer. The linear coupling describes a situation where two layers can exchange chemical
substances due to physical (e.g., density or viscosity) factors. In contrast, the nonlinear
coupling describes a chemically active intermediate layer which can change the kinetics
of chemical substances in the two layers. The coupled reaction-diffusion systems have
found many applications, such as neural-glial network [18], ecological development [26],
semiconductor bilayers [12], biological membranes [9], skin pattern of fishes [2, 3, 21],
and so on. Numerous experimental and numerical results have been reported on patterns
in two-layer reaction-diffusion systems. Among them, most studies focus on the linearly
coupled systems, including the Brusselator equations [1, 17, 22, 24, 29, 31], Lengyel–
Epstein equations [5, 8, 14, 15, 20, 25, 32], and BVAM equations [3]. It showed that the
coupled systems admit two characteristic wavelengths and could exhibit complex patterns
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in contrast to the simple (hexagon and stripe) patterns in single-layer systems. Pattern
formation in the nonlinearly coupled two-layer Brusselator system can be found in recent
studies [6, 19, 21, 22]. It was numerically observed that the nonlinear coupling could yield
more complex patterns than those in the linearly coupled systems [19, 21, 22]. Compared to
the experimental and numerical results, theoretical studies of two-layer reaction-diffusion
systems still remain scant. In [7], the Turing instability are studied for the linearly coupled
Brusselator systems where the reaction-diffusion equations for two layers are identical in
the absence of coupling. A three-wave interaction analysis is recently introduced in [6].
However, the existing studies in the literature focus on either linear or nonlinear system.
Moreover, comparison between theoretical and numerical results are limited, hindering
further understanding the pattern formation mechanism in the coupled reaction-diffusion
systems.
In this work, we carry out detailed analytical and numerical studies on the Turing
instability and pattern formation in the two-layer Schnakenberg system (1)–(3). Pattern
formation in the linearly and nonlinearly coupled systems are compared to understand the
difference of these two coupling mechanisms.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, linear stability analysis is presented
to for the two-layer Schnakenberg system with general coupling functions. In Sections
3 and 4, the Turing instability and dispersion relation are further discussed for linearly
and nonlinearly coupled systems, respectively. Extensive numerical results are provided
to compare with the theoretical predictions and also explore the difference of patterns in
linearly and nonlinearly coupled systems. Finally, some concluding remarks are made in
Section 4.
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2. LINEAR STABILITY ANALYSIS
The analysis of two-layer reaction-diffusion systems is much more challenging than
their single-layer counterparts. Thus most existing studies are numerical simulations. In
this section, we will carry out the linear stability analysis of the two-layer Schnakenberg
system (1)–(3) to study both Hopf and Turing instabilities. For notational simplicity, we
will denote the solution vector U = (u1,u2)T with u j = (u j,v j) for j = 1,2.
In the absence of diffusion, the two-layer Schnakenberg system (1)–(3) admits the
spatially homogeneous stationary state:
usj = (usj,vsj) ∶= (b,
a + b
2b2
), for j = 1,2, (1)
which are positive, since b ≥ 0 and ∣a∣ < b. Moreover, the Jacobian matrix of the system at
the steady state Us = (us1,us2) is given by:




a/b + αhu b2 −αhu 0
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For both linear and nonlinear coupling functions, it is always true that hu,hv < 0. The
steady state (1) is stable only if all eigenvalues of J have negative real parts. In general, it
is challenging to find the eigenvalues of such a large matrix. However, noticing that J is a
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a/b + 2αhu b2





It is clear that J+ is the same Jacobian matrix of the single-layer Schnakenberg equation, and
the coupling effects are present in J−. The formulation in (2) suggests that the eigenvalues
of matrix J can be given by {λ+1,2, λ−1,2}, where λ+1,2 and λ−1,2 denote the eigenvalues of J+ and
J−, respectively. In other words, the stability condition of (1) is that Re(λ±l ) < 0 for l = 1,2.
Therefore, we will next focus on studying the eigenvalues of matrices J+ and J−. To obtain
Re(λ+1,2) < 0, it is equivalent to require that the trace and determinant of matrix J+ satisfy
τ(J+) < 0 and ∆(J+) > 0. This immediately leads to the condition
a < b3. (3)





− b2) + 2(αhu + βhv) = τ(J+) + 2(αhu + βhv) < 0,
∆(J−) = b2(1 − 2αhu) + 2βhv(
a
b
+ 2αhu) = ∆(J+) + 2βhv(
a
b
+ 2αhu) − 2b2αhu > 0.
are satisfied. Noticing hu,hv < 0, we conclude that τ(J−) < τ(J+), i.e. τ(J−) < 0 is always
satisfied under condition (3).





) − 2αbhu. (4)
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Combining (3) and (4), we obtain that in the absence of diffusion the steady state (us1,us2)
is stable if the parameters satisfy the following condition:




) − 2αbhu}. (5)
Next, we will study the stability of Us = (us1,us2) in the presence of diffusion under
the condition (5). Consider a perturbed solution around the steady state, i.e.,
U = Us + ε exp(λt + ik ⋅ x), (6)
where i =
√
−1 is the imaginary unit, ε = (ε1, ε2, ε3, ε4)T is a small perturbation function
with ∣ε∣ ≪ 1, λ denotes the growth rate of the perturbation in time t, and k is the vector
of wave numbers. Substituting (6) into (1)–(3) and linearizing the system, we obtain the
Jacobian matrix
J̄(D,α, β) ∶= (J − k2D), (7)
where we denote k = ∣k∣, and the diagonal matrix D = diag(κu1, κv1, κu2, κv2). The Turing
instability occurs if there exists wave number k, such that at least one of the eigenvalues of
matrix J̄ has positive real part. Comparing to J, it is more challenging to find the eigenvalues
of J̄ due to the presence of diffusion matrix D. In the following, we will discuss the Turing
instability and dispersion relation of some special cases. Here, the dispersion relation is
referred that the growth rate λ and wave number k satisfy ∣J(D,α, β) − λI∣ = 0.
We will start our discussion from the uncoupled system, i.e., α = β = 0. In this case,
J̄(D,0,0) is a diagonal block matrix, and the system (1)–(3) breaks into two independent
Schnakenberg equations; thus we can study them separately. The dispersion relation of the
j-th (for j = 1,2) layer is given by
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λ2 + [(κuj + κvj )k2 + b2 −
a
b
]λ + [κuj κvj k4 + (κuj b2 − κvj
a
b
)k2 + b2] = 0.
From it, we can obtain the onset of Turing instability occurs at (acrj , kcrj ) and







, j = 1,2,
where r j =
√
κuj /κvj denotes square root of diffusion coefficients. The Turing space of the
j-th layer is defined by T j ∶= {(a,b) ∣ acrj < a < min{b,b3}}, suggesting that the necessary
condition of Turing instability is κuj < κvj . The dispersion relation further implies that for
given (a,b) ∈ T j , the set of unstable wave numbers is S j = {k ∣ k−j < ∣k∣ < k+j }, where we
denote
k±j = (
(a − b3r2j )(1 ±
√








, with δ j =
4b4r2j
(a − b3r2j )2
.
Here, we are only interested in the λ with the largest real parts.
Next, we move to a two-layer system with weak coupling strength, i.e. ∣α∣, ∣β∣ ≪ 1.
The weakly coupled system (1)–(3) can be viewed as a perturbed system of two separate
Schnakenberg equations, and its Jacobian matrix J̄(D,α, β) can be considered as J̄(D,0,0)
with a small perturbation. Therefore, the dispersion relation of this weakly coupled system
can be approximated by ∣J̄(D,0,0)−λI∣ = 0 [7]. Following the above discussion, the Turing
space of a weakly coupled system can be approximated by






i.e., the Turing space of a weakly coupled system is almost the same as that of its sub-
system associating with smaller ratio κuj κ
v
j . Moreover, the set of unstable wave numbers is
approximately give by Sweak = S1∪S2. As we will see later, the relative location of unstable
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wave numbers in S1 and S2 plays an important role on pattern formation two-layer systems.
In contrast to weak coupling, it is challenging to obtain the analytical Turing instability
results for a system with moderate or strong coupling, which be explored numerically.
On the other hand, we consider a special case where the two layers have the same
diffusion coefficients, i.e. κu1 = κu2 ∶= κu and κv1 = κv2 ∶= κv. In this case, the matrix J̄ can be
rewritten as





(J̄+ + J̄−) (J̄+ − J̄−)





where J̄± = J± − k2diag(κu, κv) with J± defined in (2). It is clear that matrix J̄ has similar
properties as J in (2); thus the stability of the system associating with J̄ can be done exactly
by analyzing its sub-matrices J̄±. It is clear that J̄+ is the same Jacobian matrix of the single-
layer Schnakenberg equation with κu and κv. Hence, we obtain that if a > b3r2 + 2b2r , the
unstable wave numbers associating with J̄+ is the same as those of the single-layer equation.
The coupling effect is present in matrix J̄−. If unstable wave numbers associating with J̄−
exist, they are given by k− < k < k+ with








+ 2αhu) − r(b2 − 2βhv))]
1/2
where we denote δ as








+ 2αhu) − r(b2 − 2βhv))
−2
.
In this case, the Turing instability of the two-layer system exist if the single-layer system
is unstable. Furthermore, the unstable wave numbers associating with J̄+ always exist, but
those with J̄− depend on the coupling strength. If the coupling is strong enough, all wave
numbers associated with J̄− are stable. Our linear stability analysis predicts the parameter
space and unstable wave numbers for the Turing instabilities. Pattern formation in reaction-
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diffusion systems highly depends on the interplay of the diffusion and nonlinear reactions.
Furthermore, the coupling between layers plays an important role in patterns of multi-
layer systems. To better understand their roles, we will carry our numerical simulations
in Sections 4 and 4 for linearly and nonlinearly coupled systems, respectively. In our
simulations, the two-dimensional Schnakenberg system (1)–(3) is considered on a bounded
domain Ω = [0,8]2 with periodic boundary conditions. The initial conditions are taken as
the steady state Us with a small perturbation. We use the 4th-order Runge–Kutta Fourier
pseudospectral method to discrete the system. The mesh size is chosen as hx = hy = 2−6,
and the time step is 0.01.
3. SYSTEMSWITH LINEAR COUPLING
In this section, we will focus on the system (1)–(3) with linear coupling, i.e.,
h(u1,u2) = u2 − u1 and h(v1,v2) = v2 − v1, and thus hu = hv = −1. First, the stability
condition (5) of the steady state Us in the absence of diffusion reduces to




) + 2αb}. (1)
In the following, we will numerically study the pattern formations of two diffusion cases,
i.e., r1 = r2 and r1 ≠ r2. We will compare our numerical results with theoretical analysis
in the weakly coupling cases and provide the numerical insights for the strong coupling
regime as the analysis is difficult to obtain in this regime.
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3.1. SAME DIFFUSION RATIO r1 = r2
We consider the two layers have the same diffusion ratio r1 = r2. In this cases, the
two layers have the same Turing space in the absence of coupling. However, the coupling
may enlarge the instability space depending on the coupling strength, and thus the coupled
system may be more unstable compared to its single counterparts.
First, we will consider the the special case of κu1 = κu2 = κu and κv1 = κv2 = κv.
In the following discussion, we will fix κu = 0.01 and κv = 1 and study the patterns of
different coupling parameters. Figure 1 shows three representative patterns of the single
Schnakenberg system [16].
Figure 1. Representative patterns in single Schnakenberg system with κu = 0.01 and κv = 1.
From left to right: (a,b) = (1.1,1.8), (3.4,3.5), and (3.9,4).
In the single system, simple patterns (e.g., spots, stripe) are observed in different
regions of the Turing space, depending on parameter (a,b). In a coupled system with α > β
and α ≫ 1, we find that its dispersion relation synchronizes with those of the single-layer
system (see Figure 2 (a)), and the Turing spaces of one-layer and two-layer system become
identical (see Figure 3 for patterns with α = 10 and β = 0.01). In this case, we find that the
two layers have the same patterns, i.e., u1 = u2 and v1 = v2, but they are not exactly the same
as those observed in the single system (cf. Figures 1 and 3). In other words, the coupling





























Figure 2. Comparison of the dispersion relation of one-layer and two-layer Schnakenberg
systems.
For example, when (a,b) = (3.4,3.5) the single layermodel results in stripe patterns,
but the coupling between the two systems change it to spot patterns. This observation
suggests that the linear stability analysis could predict the parameter region of instability, but
it could not predict the patterns which depends on the interplay of diffusion and nonlinearity.
Figure 3. Patterns of u1 in linearly coupled system with α = 10 and β = 0.01, where
κu = 0.01 and κv = 1. From left to right: (a,b) = (1.1,1.8), (3.4,3.5), and (3.9,4). In this
case, u1 = u2.
On the other hand, we show in Figure 4 the patterns in coupled system with β ≫
1 > α, where all the other parameters are the same as in Figure 3. In contrast to Figure
3, the solution u1 and u2 have different patterns. Moreover, their patterns are significantly
different from those in the corresponding single-layer system as shown in Figure 1. This is
also indicated in the dispersion relation in Figure 3 (b).
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Figure 4. Patterns of u1 (top row) and u2 (bottom row) in linearly coupled system with
κu = 0.01 and κv = 1 and α = 0.01 and β = 10. From left to right: (a,b) = (1.1,1.8),
(3.4,3.5), and (3.9,4).
The above studies on the special case confirm our analytical results on the dispersion
relations, and also providemore insights on the interplay of diffusion and nonlinear reactions
on the pattern formations.
Next, we will consider more general cases that r1 = r2, but κu1 ≠ κu2 and κv1 ≠ κv2 . For
simplicity of discussion, we will fix α = β in the following study. Figure 5 demonstrates the
Turing space in both weak and strong coupling regimes for different diffusion coefficients,
where we fix κu1 = 0.01 and κv2 = 1. In strongly coupling regimes, our studies show that
the two layers have the same patterns as those of their single-layer counterpart, which
are omitted here for brevity. Comparing to the diffusion ratio r , the values of diffusion
coefficients play insignificant role in the pattern selections.
In weakly coupling regimes, our linear stability analysis suggests that the dispersion
relation can be viewed as a perturbed results to the relation of the two uncoupled layers. In
fact, we have
Re(λ) = max{Re(λ1(k2)),Re(λ2(k2))} + ε(k2), (2)
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where ε is a small function. Consequently, the patterns in this case are similar to those in the
single-layers (cf. Figures 1 and 5). In other words, the individual layers dominate different
regimes of wave numbers. As a results, the dispersion relation of the coupled system have








, l = 1,2.
That is, the location of dispersion relation peaks depends on the product of κul κ
v
l . Figure
5 demonstrates both patterns and corresponding dispersion relations in weakly coupled
system, where the diffusion ratio r1 = r2 = 0.1.
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Figure 5. Patterns (u1 and u2) and dispersion relation in linearly coupled system with
α = β = 0.005, r1 = r2 = 0.1, κu1 = 0.35 and κu2 = 0.0219 (row 1), and κu1 = 0.01 and
κu2 = 0.005 (row 2).
The dispersion relation in Figure 5 confirms our prediction in (2).
Note that even though the two layers have the same Turing space, the dispersion
relation could vary according to the values of κ1 and κ2, which affects the scales of the
patterns.
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3.2. DIFFERENT DIFFUSION RATIO r1 ≠ r2
The above studies show that the linearly coupled two-layer system with the same
diffusion ratio will lead to simple spot or stripe patterns. The values of different coefficients
only affect the location of dispersion peaks and thus the scales of patterns. In the following,
we will consider the system that two layers have different ratio r1 ≠ r2. In this case, the
Turing space of the two-layer system could be very different from that of its single-layer
counterparts. For simplicity, we will fix the parameters κ1 = 0.01 and κ2 = 1. Figure 6
compares the Turing space with different coupling strengths.
b























Figure 6. Comparison of Turing spaces in weakly (left) and strongly (right) coupled system
with other parameters same as those in Figure 9. Here, the Turing space is up-bounded
by the dotted line and low-bounded by solid line (coupled system), dashed line (uncoupled
layer 2), or dash-dot line (uncoupled layer 1).
It shows that the Turing space of the coupled system is larger than that of individual
layer with large r but smaller than that with smaller r . As α increases, the Turing space of
weakly coupled system increases, but it reduces for strong coupling systems. In the strong
coupling regime, the coupling stabilize the system and the patterns of the coupled system
becomes the same simple patterns as those of the single-layer systems. Hence, we will
focus on the weakly coupling regimes.
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Figures 7 and 8 demonstrates the pattern change of two representative cases as the
coupling strength increases. In Figure 7, the diffusion ratio r1 < r2, and only patterns of
u2 are presented. Without coupling, spot pattern is formed in the first layer, while strip
patterns for the second layer.
Figure 7. Patterns of u2 in linear coupling system with increasing coupling strength, where
κu1 = 0.0155, κv1 = 15.5, κu2 = 0.014, κv2 = 1.4, a = 3.4 and b = 3.5. From left to right:
α = 0.01,0.04,0.06,0.1,0.3.
When a small coupling is introduced, the stripes in the second layer start to break
and reorganized. With the increase of coupling strength, the stripe patterns completely
become spots. Note that the patterns in the first layer seems insensitive to the coupling
strength and remain spots for all the parameters in Figure 7. Thus we omit showing the
patterns of u1 for brevity. Figure 7 (left) compares the dispersion relation of the one-layer
and two-layer systems with α = β = 0.1. It shows that the unstable band in the first layer
is much wider than those of the second layer due to r1 < r2, and their unstable modes are
completely overlapping. With α increasing, the value of Re(λ) of the coupled system first
decreases and then increases, but the dispersion relation of the two-layer system is always
between those of the uncoupled two layers. Similarly, Figure 9 shows the patterns of u1 in
the case of r1 > r2, and the dispersion relation is illustrated in Figure 8 (right). Different
from Figure 8 (left), the dispersion relation in this case has two separate peaks. As α
increases, the peak at larger k quickly reduces and diminishes, and only the peak at smaller
k survives. In the absence of coupling, u1 has negative spot patterns, and u2 has positive
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spot patterns. As the coupling strength increases, the patterns of u2 remain positive spots,
but the spots in u1 melt and reconnect. Then spots with two different scales are formed in
the first layer (see Figure 9 with α = 0.3). Note that the bigger spots has the same scale as
those in the second layer. Our extensive simulations show that the layer with smaller r1 is
easier to be modified by the coupling and then form complex patterns which depends on the
dispersion relations.
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Figure 8. Dispersion relation in the linearly coupled system in Figure 7 (left) and Figure 9
(right).
Figure 9. Patterns of u1 in the linear coupling system with increasing coupling strength,
where κu1 = 0.01, κv1 = 1, κu2 = 0.05, κv2 = 50, a = 3.9 and b = 4. From left to right:
α = 0.001,0.01,0.1,0.2,0.3.
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4. SYSTEMSWITH NONLINEAR COUPLING
In this section, we study the patterns in the two-layer system (1)–(2) with nonlinear
coupling, i.e. h(u1,u2) = u1u2(u2 − u1) and h(v1,v2) = v1v2(v2 − v1). We thus have




It is pointed out in [19] that the linear coupling describes the flux exchange of substances
between layers. While the nonlinear coupling could actively change the kinetics of the un-
coupled systems and thus yield more complex patterns in the multi-layer reaction-diffusion
systems. In the absence of diffusion, the stability condition of the steady stateUs is implicitly
given by (5).
In the following, we will present our results similar to Section 3 and compare the
effects of linear and nonlinear coupling on pattern formations.
4.1. SAME DIFFUSION RATIO r1 = r2
As in Section 3.1, we will first study the cases of κu1 = κu2 and κv1 = κv2 . Pattern
formations in this case are very different from those observed in the linearly coupled
systems. Here, the nonlinear interactions play a dominant role, and the dispersion relation
remains the same as the single-layer case (see, e.g., Figure 1(a)). For α > β and α ≫ 1, the
nonlinear coupling leads to the trivial zero solution u1 = u2 = v1 = v2 = 0, distinct from our
observation in Figure 3 for linearly coupling. This is one main difference between linear
and nonlinear coupling if α is too large, the linear coupling leads to identical patterns for
both layers, while the nonlinear coupling makes the pattern vanishes. While β > α and
β ≫ 1, the two layers reach the same stable patterns as in the single-layer system, and we
will omit showing them here. On the other hand, Figure 10 demonstrates the patterns in
the nonlinearly coupled systems with increasing coupling strength, where r1 = r2 = 0.1 but
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κu1 ≠ κu2 and κv1 ≠ κv2 . If the coupling strength is small enough (e.g, α = β = 0.0001), both
layers have stripe patterns as in those in the single-layer system. As α increases, the stripes
in the first layer break and reform into new patterns, but the second layer remain almost the
same (see Figure 10 α = β = 0.004). When the coupling strength becomes large enough,
the nonlinear effects from coupling become strong and exotic patterns are observed in both
layers. The further increase of coupling strength will first leads to the same stripe patterns
in both layers (e.g., α = β = 1), and then patterns disappear and all solutions becomes
zero if the coupling becomes too strong (e.g., α = β = 10). It is clear that the strength of
the nonlinear coupling plays an important role in the formation and selection of patterns,
distinct from the linear coupling cases. In the linearly coupling systemwith r1 = r2, different
diffusion coefficients only changes the location and width of the unstable wave numbers.
Figure 10. Patterns of u1 (row 1) and u2 (row 2) in nonlinearly coupled system with























































Figure 11. Dispersion relation in the linearly coupled system where the parameters are the
same as in Figure 10.
This results into the same patterns in both layers but with different scales, depending
the location unstable bands. By contrast, the nonlinear coupling may completely change
the kinetics of the reactions and thus yield different patterns of two layers. Figure 11
additionally illustrates the dispersion relations in different coupling regimes. It shows that
when α is small, the dispersion relation has two peaks located approximately at kcr1,2, the
critical wave numbers of uncoupled system. With the increase of α, the two peaks start
to merge and eventually combine into one peak at kcr with kcr1 < kcr < kcr2 , where the
two layers have the same patterns. However, the dispersion relation remains the same as
the coupling parameter further increases (e.g., α = 10). We remark that even though the
dispersion relation indicates the instability, the strong coupling always lead to disappearance
of patterns. This suggests the limitation of the linear stability analysis.
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4.2. DIFFERENT DIFFUSION RATIO r1 ≠ r2
In the following, we study the cases with different diffusion ratios and compare the
linear and nonlinear coupling on patterns formations. Figure 12 presents the dispersion
relation of the nonlinearly coupled system in comparison with Figure 7. It shows that with
the same parameters the nonlinear coupling could greatly change the dispersion relation.
The linear and nonlinear couplings could result in different unstable wave numbers, even in
weakly coupling regimes. Figure 12 shows the patterns in the nonlinear coupling system
to compare with Figure 7, where except the coupling strength all the other parameters are
the same in these two figures. When the coupling strength is small, the stripes in the
second layer quickly break into spots of two scales, while the first layer remains the spot
patterns. When the coupling strength increases, the number of smaller spots reduces and
then disappear. The further increases of strength weaken the intensity of the spots (see
Figure 12 for α = 1), and eventually the patterns in both layers vanish when the coupling
is strong enough (e.g., α ≥ 2). To compare with Figure 8, we present the patterns in the
nonlinear coupling system with the same parameters.
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Figure 12. Dispersion relation in the nonlinearly coupled system in Figure 13 (left) and
Figure 14 (right).
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Figure 13. Patterns of u2 in nonlinear coupling system with increasing coupling strength,
where κu1 = 0.0155, κv1 = 15.5, κu2 = 0.014, κv2 = 1.4, a = 3.4 and b = 3.5. From left to right:
α = β = 0.002,0.005,0.05,0.5,1.
Figure 14. Patterns of u1 in the nonlinear coupling systemwith increasing coupling strength,
where κu1 = 0.01, κv1 = 1, κu2 = 0.05, κv2 = 50, a = 3.9 and b = 4. From left to right:
α = 0.001,0.005,0.04,0.2,0.5.
Similar to the above observation, the nonlinear coupling introduces background
patterns with weak intensity in the first layer when the coupling is weak, and the two
layers have different patterns. With the increase of the coupling, the background pattern
disappears, and two layers share the same patterns. Finally, the patterns disappear with
the coupling strong enough (e.g., α ≥ 1), although the linear stability analysis shows the
existence of instability (see Figure 12 right).
5. SUMMARY
We studied the Turing patterns in the coupled two-layer Schankenberg equations
using both theoretical analysis and numerical simulations. Our linear stability analysis
shows that the Turing instability depends on not only on the diffusion ratios but also on the
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coupling strength. In the weakly coupling regimes, the dispersion relations of the coupled
system could be viewed as the perturbation to the uncoupled systems. Compared to its
single layer counterpart, the analysis of the coupled systems is more challenging, and it is
impossible to obtain the analytical results for general choices of parameters. Hence, we
carried out numerical simulations to fully explore the coupling effects on patterns formation.
Our numerical studied suggest that both the diffusion coefficients and coupling strength are
important for pattern selections. Both both linear and nonlinear coupled system, complex
patterns can be only observed for weak coupling. In strong coupling regime, the patterns
in the linearly coupled system are the same for both layers, but they disappear in nonlinear
coupled system. Our studies suggest that patterns are always observed in the Turing space
for a linear coupling system, but it is not necessarily true for the nonlinear coupling cases.
This is one of the main differences of the linear and nonlinear couplings.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we numerically study pattern formation of the spatial-fractional
Gray-Scott equation to understand the nonlocal effects of the fractional Laplacian. The
linear stability analysis is provided to predict the conditions of the Turing pattern. To
investigate the nonlinear effects, we discretize the fractional Gray-Scott equation by the
Fourier pseudo-spectral method in space and the 4th order Runge-Kutta method in time.
Then we numerically study the effects of the fractional exponent on the spatiotemporal
patterns formation and pattern selection in Gray-Scott system. The pattern formations in
the standard and fractional Gray-Scott models are compared to provide more insights of the
nonlocal effects.
Keywords: Gray-Scott equations, fractional Laplacian, pattern formation, Turing space
1. INTRODUCTION
Recently, superdiffusion is observed in many complex systems, which is charac-
terized by the Lévy motion [5, 14, 20, 21, 26]. The superdiffusion, faster than normal
diffusion, corresponds to a jump size distribution having infinite moments. Mathematically,
the fractional reaction-diffusion equations with the spatial fractional Laplacian are proposed
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to model the superdiffusion in these systems. The Gray-Scott model represents the set of
reactions A + B → 3B, B → C. It is one of the most studied systems in pattern formation.
Reaction and diffusion of chemical species can produce a type of patterns those often seen in
nature. The Gray-Scott model was developed by P. Gray and S. K. Scott at the University of
Leeds in the 1980s. The model was of great importance since it describes an experimentally
observable auto-catalytic reaction in an isothermal continuous ow stirred tank reactor. The
Gray-Scott model might be the simplest chemical model, which shows oscillations in the
same type of reactor, where the first experimental evidence of Turing patterns.
In this work, we will study the fraction Gray-Scott equations as following:
∂u(x, t)
∂t
= −κ1 ▽2 u − uv2 + a(1 − u),
∂v(x, t)
∂t
= −κ2 ▽2 v + uv2 − (a + b)v,
(1)
for the dynamics of the concentration of u and v. Here, κi (for i = 1,2) denotes the diffusion
coefficient, a is the feed rate, and b is the rate constant of the second reaction. The fractional
Laplacian (−∆)γ/2 is defined via a pseudo-differential operator.
(−∆)γu = F−1[−∣k ∣γF[u]],
where,F represents the Fourier transform, andF−1 denotes its inverse and 1 < γi < 2, i = 1,2
Gray–Scott equations have a wide range of applications, including experimental observation
of self-replicating spots in radar [18], human brain development [12], photoluminescence
intensity in an ensemble of semiconductor quantum dots [10], hardware acceleration of
reaction-diffusion systems [1], spiral and rotor patterns generated by ring fungi [8], unrav-
eling the diverse nature of electric field [2].
So far, many analytical results on Gray–Scott model can be found in the literature.
For instance, influence of noise on the spatiotemporal behavior [4], spatio-temporal chaos
[11, 15], travailing waves [19, 25], stochastic behavior [3, 6], and translational instabilities
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[9]. On the other hand, Pearson found that for parameter values far from the Turing
instability regime, the Gray-Scott model spatial domain can show a rich variety of spatio-
temporal patterns [17]. Since then, many studies have been done on numerical simulations
of the Gray–Scott reaction diffusion system [7, 13, 16, 22, 23, 24]. For examples, in
[23] they studied the effects of noise and time-varying diffusion on pattern formation in
the Gray–Scott model. Kalita proposed a high order compact (HOC) method for patterns
using Gray–Scott model [7]. They obtained an unconditionally stable convergent implicit
scheme and applied the scheme to problems on pattern formation. Contrary to its classical
counterpart, the studies on the fractional Gray-Scott system still remain limited.
In this paper, we study the influences of the fractional exponent on the spatiotemporal
patterns formation and pattern selection in Gray-Scott model. The organization of this paper
is as follows. In Section 2, we provide the linear stability analysis. We present and discuss
the numerical approach to solve system of fractional reaction diffusion problems in Section
3. In Section 4, we report the numerical results by direct simulation of the Gray–Scott
equation. Finally, some conclusions are made in Section 4.
2. LINEAR STABILITY ANALYSIS
In this section, we perform the linear stability analysis for the Gray–Scott model
(1) and derive the conditions for Hopf or Turning bifurcations. The system (1) has three
spatially uniform stationary states, i.e.,
(u1,v1) = (1,0), (u2,3,v2,3) = (
a ±
√





a2 − 4a(a + b)2
2(a + b) ).
It is easy to verify that (u1,v1) always exists, while (u2,3,v2,3) exist if the condition
4(a + b)2 < a is satisfied. If 4(a + b)2 = a, the solutions (u2,3,v2,3) collapse to one solution.
Hence, the saddle-node bifurcation curve is given by 4(a + b)2 = a, i.e.,
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−(a + v2n) −2unvn





The steady state is stable if its trace and determinant satisfy the following conditions:
τ(J) = −(2a + b + v2n) + 2unvn < 0,
∆(J) = (a + b)(a + v2n) − 2aunvn > 0.
It is clear that the steady state (u1,v1) is always stable. For s = 2,3, we note that unvn = (a+b)
and thus the above determinant reduces to ∆(J) = (a + b)(v2n − a). The fact that v22 < a
implies that the steady state (u2,v2) is a saddle point, it is always unstable. While the steady
state (u3,v3) is stable when v23 > b, i.e. when τ(J) < 0.
In the presence of diffusion (i.e., κ1, κ2 ≠ 0), the stability of these homogeneous
steady state can be analyzed by linearization of the system (1) nearby this solution. To this



























exp (λt + ik ⋅ x) , (2)
where i =
√
−1 is the imaginary unit, λ is the growth rate of the perturbation in time t, and
k is the wave vector. Substituting (2) into the linearization of (1) gives the Jacobian matrix








−(v2n + a + κ1kγ) −2unvn





It immediately implies that the steady state (u1,v1) is stable even in the presence of diffusion
as τ(J̄) < 0 and ∆(J̄) > 0 for any parameters a, b, and κ1,2. Since (u2,v2) is a saddle point,
we will only focus on (u3,v3) in the following analysis. The dispersion relation of (3) is
given by
λ2 − τ(J̄)λ + ∆(J̄) = 0.
The steady state (u3,v3) may lose its stability via Hopf bifurcation which occurs when











The onset of Turning instability occurs at λ(k) = 0 (i.e. ∆(J̄) = 0), which leads to the
condition of Turing instability as:
r2(a + b) − (v23 + a) > 2r
√
(a + b)(v23 − a) (5)
with the diffusion ratio r =
√
κ1/κ2. Furthermore, the critical wave number at which the
dispersion relation reaches its maximum is
kcr = (






Figure 1 demonstrate the Turing space (shaded region) for different diffusion ratio κu/κv.
At the right side of aS curve, only one steady state (u1,v1) exists, while the system admits
three steady states if the parameters are at the left side of aS curve.
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In the absence of diffusion, the steady state (u3,v3) is always stable if a > aH .
However, its stability in the presence of diffusion is sensitive to the diffusion ratio.
Figure 1. Turing space (shaded region) of the Gray–Scott equation for different diffusion
ratio, where aH and aS are represented by blue and red lines, respectively.
If κ1 < κ2, (u3,v3) is always unstable, or equivalently the Turing space is null. For
κ1 > κ2, the bigger the ratio κ1/κ2, the larger the Turing space. If the diffusion ratio is large
enough, the Turing space occurs the entire region.
3. FOURIER PSEUDOSPECTRAL METHODS
Due to the definition of the fractional Laplacian, it is natural to discretize the Gray–
Scott equations with the Fourier pseudospectral methods in space. Here we proposed a 4th-
order Runge–Kutta Fourier pseudospectral method to solve both the classical and fractional
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reaction-diffusion equations. Without loss of generality, we consider the reaction-diffusion
equation
∂tu(x, t) = −κ1(−∆)γ1/2u + f (u,v), (1)
∂tv(x, t) = −κ2(−∆)γv/2v + g(u,v) (2)
on a bounded domain [0,Lx] × [0,Ly] with periodic boundary conditions. Let Jx, Jy > 0 be
positive even integers, and denote the index sets
Sx = { j ∈ Z ∣ −
Jx
2
≤ j ≤ Jx
2
− 1}, Sy = { j ∈ Z ∣ −
Jy
2
≤ j ≤ Jy
2
− 1}.
We assume the solution can be approximated as



















where µxj = 2 jπ/Lx for j ∈ Sx , and µ
y




= DuU + Fu(U,V), (3)
dV(t)
dt
= DvV + Fv(U,V), (4)
where we denote the vectors U = {û j,k}, V = {v̂ j,k}, Fu = {( f̂ (u,v)) j,l}, and Fv =
{(ĝ(u,v)) j,l}. Du and Dv are diagonal matrices with their entries
−κ1((µxj )
2 + (µyl )
2)γ1/2 and −κ2((µxj )
2 + (µyl )
2)γ2/2, respectively, for j ∈ Sj and




2 + (µyl )
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2 + (µyl )
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This is a nonlinear system, and we discretize the time using the 4th-order Runge–Kutta
method. The fully discretized schemes is given by
Un+1 = eDukUn + 1
6
(eDuk Xu1 + 2eDuk/2(Xu2 + Xu3 ) + Xu4 ), (7)
Vn+1 = eDvkVn + 1
6
(eDvk Xv1 + 2eDvk/2(Xv2 + Xv3 ) + Xv4), (8)
where the vectors
X s1 = kFs(Un,Vn),
X s2 = kFs(eDuk/2(Un + Xu1 /2),eDvk/2(Vn + Xv1 /2)),
X s3 = kFs(eDuk/2(Un + Xu2 /2),eDvk/2(Vn + Xv2 /2)),
X s4 = kFs(eDukUn + eDuk/2Xu3 ,eDvkVn + eDvk/2Xv3 ), for s = u,v.
Our algorithm can be applied on both fractional and classical systems. The numerical
results that we obtained are very accuracy in time and space. However, it takes some time
to get run.
4. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
The linear stability analysis predicts the parameter space where the Turing instability
occurs, but it could not tell more information of pattern formations in this space. Pattern
formation in a reaction-diffusion systems highly depends on the interplay of its diffusion and
nonlinearity. In the following sections, we will numerically study the patterns formations in
the Gray–Scott equation. In our simulations, the Gray–Scott equations are solved on a two-
dimensional domainΩ = [0,2.5]2 with periodic boundary conditions. The initial conditions
are taken as the steady states with a small perturbation at the center of the domain. We
use the 4th-order Runge–Kutta Fourier pseudospectral method to discrete the system. The
mesh size is chosen as hx = hy = 2−6, and the time step is 0.01.
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4.1. SAME DIFFUSION POWERS
Figure 2 compares the effects of normal and anomalous diffusion on four represen-
tative cases, where the diffusion coefficients are the same but γ decreases from left to right.
It shows that the patterns in the fractional cases generally have smaller scales as those in the
classical cases. For stripe patterns in the classical cases, as the diffusion power γ decreases,
the mixed patterns of spots and stripes appear. While for the mixed patterns, the decrease of
the diffusion power introduces more stripes. Comparing to classical cases, the spot patterns
are more favorable in the fractional cases.
Figure 2. Patterns in the classical (first column) and fractional (column 2-4) Gray–Scott
equations.
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4.2. DIFFERENT DIFFUSION POWERS
Figure 3 compares the patterns when γ1 > γ2, where we fix γ1 = 2 and then decrease
the power γ2. Different from the cases in Section 4.1, with the decrease of diffusion power
spots patterns appear in fractional cases no matter what patterns in the classical fractional
cases. It shows that spot patterns are more stable in this cases.
Figure 3. Patterns in the classical (first column) and fractional (column 2-4) Gray–Scott
equations with γ1 = 2. From left to right: γ2 = 1.95,1.9,1.8,1.7.
Theoretical analysis of the patterns in this casemight be helpful to further understand
the pattern formation, which we will leave for our future studies.
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5. CONCLUSION
Wenumerically study pattern formation of the spatial-fractional Gray-Scott equation
to understand the nonlocal effects of the fractional Laplacian. The linear stability analysis is
provided to predict the conditions of the Turing pattern. To investigate the nonlinear effects,
we discretize the fractional Gray-Scott equation by the Fourier pseudo-spectral method in
space and the 4th order Runge-Kutta method in time. Then we numerically study the effects
of the fractional exponent on the spatiotemporal patterns formation and pattern selection in
Gray-Scott system. The pattern formations in the standard and fractional Gray-Scott models
are compared to provide more insights of the nonlocal effects.
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The current study aims to investigate the effects of the anomalous superdiffusive
exponent and ratio of diffusion coefficient on the pattern formation and pattern selection
of the multi–layer reaction-diffusion equations, specifically Schnakenberg and Gray-Scott
models and compare the effects of normal and superdiffusion on pattern selection. To the
best of author acknowledge, these models have not been studied whichmotivate our group to
dive deeper into description of the soultion of these models. The study involves numerical
simulation and theoretical analysis of the fractional in space reaction diffusion systems.
In numerical simulation, classical and fractional reaction diffusion equations used
Fourier spectral descritizing in spaces and 4th-order Runge- Kutta descritizing in time.
Simulation result of the normal and fractional equations are obtained as patterns with a
periodic boundary conditions. The developed algorithm that used in present study can be
apply for both fractional and classical reaction-diffusion systems with a spectral accuracy
in space and 4th-order accuracy in time. While linear and weakly nonlinear analysis were
utilized in theoretical analysis of this study. Linear stability analysis, showed that the
fractional exponents have the major effect on the wave number of Turing pattern. Weakly
nonlinear analysis was used because the linear analysis was inefficient to describe pattern
formation. Set of coupled amplitude equations for the fractional reaction diffusion systems
were derived by weakly nonlinear analysis. Also the stability of amplitude equations was
studied to specify the accurate at which the patterns can form. The results showed a good
agreement with the theoretical analysis. This mean the theoretical analysis can be used for
further investigations with different parameters and models.
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3. FUTUREWORK
This study has focused on the nonlocal effects of the superdiffusion on the pattern
selection and enhanced the fundamental understanding of the pattern formation in multi-
layer reaction-diffusion models. However, several real application phenomena remain
unaddressed. These unexamined areas can be good research topics that can give a further
understanding of the pattern formation. Below are some suggestions that can be address as
a future work.
1. In biological filed, some real applications are complicated and have limited
studies on the Turing patterns. Two of these interesting biological systems are plant roots
and fin-to-limb transformation. Their models involve three species and it is interesting to
study Turing patterns. Studying the effect of superdiffusion on pattern formation and pattern
selection that results from the three species, could be one of the research topics.
2. Two layers reaction diffusion equations with classical was studied in current
study and the intention is to expand it to include other models. Therefore, the expansion
will be the analysis study of the pattern selection that results from normal to anomalous
diffusion of the linear and nonlinear coupling of two layers reaction-diffusion models such
as Gray-Scott and FitzHugh-Nagumo models numerically and theoretically.
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